vin blanc

GLASS POURS

Pascal Granger ‘La Jacarde’ Beaujolais Blanc, Bourgogne 10
Chardonnay vinified in stainless steel, dry with citrus & almond notes

Domaine des Quatre Routes Muscadet, Loire 9
Pale with notes of citrus, distinct mineral & stone fruits, ideal with mussels

Domaine Faillenc Saint Marie ‘Pas des Louvres’ Blanc, Corbieres 9
Compelling minerality with a bouquet that reminds one of the herbs that grow on the estate

Maison Brotte ‘Esprit Barville’ Cotes du Rhone Blanc, Rhone 9
A complex blend with hints of stone fruit, this wine displays excellent freshness and length

Emile Beyer Pinot Blanc, Alsace 10
Delicate with fine floral notes, this wine combines freshness & softness

Domaine Duffour Blanc, Cotes du Gascogne 9
A fresh blend with pure flavors of citrus fruit & melon with a pleasingly dry finish

Le Roc ‘La Saignee’ Rose, Fronton 9
Raspberry & strawberry flavors, a full-bodied palate with a crisp, dry finish

Francois Montand Blanc de Blanc Sparkling, Jura 10
Pale gold with fine bubbles, aromas of white flowers & citrus fruit, creamy and smooth

BOTTLE SELECTION

FLORAL | CRISP | CLEAN

Domaine Eugene Carrel Jongieux, Savoy 30
Expressive fruit with a floral overtone

Romain Chamoit Apremont, Savoy 34
Pleasant & straightforward, clean & lively on the palate

Dom. Henri Prudhon et Fils Aligote, Burgundy 42
Direct & zingy with a fruit presence, bright & racy

Domaine de Vens-le-Haut Molette, Savoy 44
Fruity with a long finish, grape-blossom & pineapple

Le Rocher des Violettos ‘Touche-Mitaine’, Loire 44
Intense yellow apple & quince flavors with lively anise

FRUITY | RICH | CHARMING

Cleebourg Riesling, Alsace 33
Delicate bouquet with fruit-forward structure

Maurice Schoech Pinot Auxerrois, Alsace 45
This wine blends freshness & suppleness

Dom. du Meix-Foulot Mercurey, Burgundy 62
Aromas of white flowers & spice, a distinct touch of flint

Georges Lignier Marsannay, Burgundy 68
Persistent white fruit aromas with buttery tones

CITRUS | BRIGHT | MINERAL

Dom. Montbourgeau L’Etoile Chardonnay, Jura 41
Fruity & supple with roundness, elegance & finesse

Roger & Christophe Moreaux Sancerre Rose, Loire 48
Wild strawberry & fresh peach, lively fresh character

Dom. Pascal Balland ‘Les Biertes’ Sancerre, Loire 50
Fresh & light, tropical notes, bright & easy

SPARKLING | BUBBLY | LIVELY

Terres Dorees FRV Sparkling Gamay, Burgundy 37
Flavors of berries with pleasant minerality

Domaine de Montbourgeau, Jura 42
Light, fruity & fresh, a pleasant aperitif

Domaine Bechtold Cremant, Alsace 44
Electric & citrusy, with minerality on the finish

Duval Leroy Brut, Champagne 55
A great example of the chalky, bready wonderfulness of this region
Domaine Cheveau ‘Or Rouge’ Beaujolais-Villages, Bourgogne  10
This wine is deeply colored, concentrated & firm with savory notes of ripe cherries

Chateau de Fontenille, Bordeaux  10
Elegant & harmonious with red fruit notes & a structured lingering finish

Chateau Massiac Rouge, Minervois  10
Enticing notes of juniper, rosemary & thyme as well as the savory flavors of wild berries

Fittings Grenache, Languedoc  12
Intense & deep, dominated by ripe black fruit & dark chocolate, a powerful, dark wine

Le Roc ‘La Folle Noire d’Ambat’ Negrette, Fronton  8
Black berries, dark cherry & violets meld with savory notes, fruity, yet rustic & round

Combel-La-Serre ‘Le Pur Fruit du Causse’, Cahors  9
Recognizably Malbec, dark purple with hints of Bramble fruit & grip, radically brilliant

Brumont Torus, Madiran  10
Full-bodied on the palate, tannins that grip with notes of black fruit, dry & structured

GLASS POURS

Bottle Selection

MELLOW | SMOOTH | DELICATE

Thierry Tissot Mondeuse ‘Mataret’, Bugey  43
Dark & structured yet light, earth & blueberries

Girardin Santenay 1st Cru ‘Clos Rousseau’, Burgundy  67
Ripe red fruit aromas, structured & powerful

Dom. Rollin Pere et Fils 1st Cru
Pernand-Vergelesses ‘Ile des Vergelesses’, Burgundy  100
Prime site in the appellation, complex & satisfying

FRUITY | LUSH | SPICY

Chateau Soucherie Anjou Rouge, Loire  33
Complex ripeness, blackcurrant, menthol & licorice

D. les Fine Graves ‘Moulin-a-Vent’ Beaujolais, Burgundy  34
Pleasant & straightforward, clean & lively on the palate

Pascal Granger ‘Julienas’ Beaujolais, Burgundy  34
Subtle undertones of cinnamon & violet with red fruits

Clos du Tue Bœuf ‘La Butte’ Gamay, Loire  42
Light, spicy, dark fruit & cigar notes

DENSE | DARK | ROBUST

Chateau de Segure, Languedoc  32
Peppery, bouquet of cassis, blackberry & licorice

Domaine Lapeyre Rouge, Bearn  37
Deep, almost black, intense nose of black fruit

Mas de Gourgonnier Rouge, Provence  38
Flavors of spiced cherries, plums, ginger & dark chocolate

Domaines Bunan ‘Moulin des Costes’, Bandol  66
Earthy nose with mulberry & raspberry, hints of violet

Dauvergne Ranvier Cote Rotie, Rhone  127
Rich, with scents of morello cherry, violet & pepper

FULL | RICH | ELEGANT

D. du Grand Tinel Chateauneuf-du-Pape, Rhone  90
Pleasant & straightforward, clean & lively on the palate

George Lignier 1er ‘Clos des Ormes’, Burgundy  105
Full flavor, light body with cherry cola notes & tannin

D. de Monperrutis Chateauneuf-du-Pape, Rhone 112
Aromas of kirsch, blackcurrants, tobacco & violet sweets

Chateau Chantecler Pauillac, Bordeaux  130
Nose of roses, tobacco & leather, acidity & tannins